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For do not believe that the murders called wars are ever
"gotten over." They remain curses for ever both for him that
murders and to eternal generations of the children of the
murdered. The one is accursed by prosperity in sin that time
shall fully avenge; the other is accursed by a bitterness that
will prove an unending drag on his civilization. And round
them all the world is cursed.
Don't believe that because you live in a hut3 peaceably,
somewhere on the Palisades or near Monterey you will escape
the evils caused by the sacking of Spain by the French
in the Peninsular War. It is wrong that two Mediterranean
races should live in an unending enmity. For the Spanish
have never forgotten those horrors nor recovered from their
consequences. And it is the province of the Mediterranean
races to evolve civilizations. You will suffer if civilizations
are not evolved; for you will have to live for ever subject to
the psychology of the Yankee pedlars who will trade off to
you, for your fine gold, moral nutmegs made of wood and
intellectual clocks that will never keep time. . . . Think
about it.
5
Nor should you believe that we, living in sheltered spots
overlooking the Mediterranean, escape the evils caused
by the atrociously prolonged fighting that went all through
Tennessee. ... If the South could have been independent
and have had a constitution that would have forbidden
tariffs for ever, we in Provence who are agriculturists, too,
should be uncursed with tariffs. Or we should be nearing
being without tariffs. Or we should have at least an over-
whelming argument and example against them.
§
Tennessee, then, seems to me to be an anxious State. Her
province in the world should have been to carry the theory
of agricultural comities one stage farther. In Virginia you had
a pretty perfect stylistic agricultural civilization that had
carried cash-farming about as far as it could go as the basis

